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Abstract The article draws on body pedagogics and considers that teaching and

learning experiences and outcomes are directly related to the different character-

istics of movement behaviour. In this article movement behaviour specifically

centres on a sloyd (handicraft education) teacher’s walk through the classroom. The

analysis illuminate the specific teaching use of the body as a spatial, temporal and

situational movement rhythm in the classroom and how teachers and pupils tune

into educational discourses by means of different body techniques. A wireless

GoPro camera was attached to the teacher’s chest in order to gain detailed view of

pupil–teacher–body–material–tool encounters and a specific visual perspective of

the sloyd teacher’s walk. During a 2.5 years fieldwork, 25 wood–metal sloyd les-

sons were observed and recorded (circa 50 h of video). The study is informed by

Dewey’s embodied theory of learning and focus the alternation between active and

passive phases in the stream of experience. From such Deweyan perspective the

rhythm of an activity for organising experience, is fundamental to the creation of

intelligent moving habits. The results show the body pedagogic experiences, out-

comes and means by highlighting the teacher’s (a) spatial path by describing mutual

relationships between the material arrangement of the classroom, the teacher’s

bodily movements and the pupils’ participation in the lesson, (b) temporal pace by

his ‘flights and perchings’ through the lessons and how he moves from pupil to pupil

and assignment to assignment, (c) specific pacts by describing body techniques and

situated teacher–pupil encounters that terminate in an agreement about how to

proceed.
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Introduction

This article contributes to educational knowledge about the environment of

embodied action (e.g., Shilling 2017) to the growing field of body pedagogics.

Inspired by an increasing interest in the embodied dimensions of learning and

education (Hockey and Allen-Collinson 2007; Shilling 2007, 2018) and how

‘movement’ has recently been utilised as an analytical object both to investigate

learning in school (Larsson and Quennerstedt 2012; Almquist and Quennerstedt

2015; Franks and Jewitt 2001) and to reconsider fieldwork practice (Pink 2011;

Pierre and Macleod 2010), we consider that teaching and learning experiences and

outcomes are directly related to the different characteristics of movement behaviour

(e.g., Sheets-Johnstone 2011; Johnson 2007; Shilling 2008). In order to further

illuminate movement in relation to body pedagogics and classroom research, in this

article movement behaviour specifically centres on a teacher’s walk through the

classroom.

Video recordings of a teacher’s movement (specifically walking, stopping,

starting, turning and so on) in the classroom, collected during a five term long

fieldwork of wood and metal craft lessons (part of the Swedish school subject

‘sloyd’), have been examined and analysed. This first-person view of movements in

the classroom and of pupil–teacher–material–tool encounters was facilitated by a

wireless GoPro camera attached to the teacher’s chest (e.g., Chalfen 2014; Lloyd

2016). By following the video ethnographic principle of regarding the camera lens

as an analytical distinction (Ochs et al. 2006; Mondada 2006), this tool provides us

with a specific visual perspective of walking with the teacher.

Body pedagogics is increasingly discussed in formal and informal education

(Shilling 2007, 2010, 2017). Various empirical studies have suggested and argued

for the notion of bodies as transactional (Andersson and Östman 2015; Quennerstedt

et al. 2011; Maivorsdotter and Wickman 2011), i.e., a view of the body as an

organic collection of activities ‘‘characterized by habit and grounded in physicality

that is constituted by its relationships with its various environments’’ (Sullivan

2001, p. 40). Important to the body pedagogical framework of this study is that the

sloyd teacher’s walk is considered as a certain teaching habit and a purposeful

moving through a specific terrain. This specific teaching use of the body is analysed

as a spatial, temporal and situational movement rhythm in the ‘sloyd’ classroom; a

rhythm that facilitates synchronicities between ‘the other’ and the ‘the self’ that are

of crucial importance in sloyd education.

Following the principles of ‘‘rhythm analysis’’ (Lefebvre 2004), empirical

attempts have been made to impose rhythm on bodies in studies focusing on how

people’s trajectories separate and cross in regular ways (e.g., Lande 2007), for

instance how walking rhythm as a social behaviour continuously adapts to particular

circumstances like public spaces, traffic rhythms, working life and weather rhythms

(Edensor 2010). From the body pedagogics perspective of this article, the analysis

of how human beings polyrhythmically adapt to different circumstances is posed as

an educational research problem (e.g., Ryan 2011).
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The last decade of research on body pedagogics is relevant to our general

understanding of education and pedagogy. This growing analysis tradition suggests

that as embodied beings intentionally situated in specific environments, we are

capable of both securing and transforming existing habits and cultural customs

(Shilling 2017). The important notion of body pedagogics in relation to rhythm,

habit and experience (e.g., Lande 2007; Shilling 2008; Crossley 2005; Andersson

and Östman 2015) is that people do not simply march to their own beat, but use and

create different means, cultivate different experiences and actualise and appreciate

different outcomes in relation to each other. In much the same way as urban life can

be analysed through complex polyrhythmic patterns, the learning environment in

classrooms can be analysed through the spatial and temporal pattern of how teachers

and pupils tune into educational discourses by means of different body techniques.

Background

Over the past two decades, embodiment research in philosophy (e.g., Lakoff and

Johnson 1999; Johnson 2007; Sheets-Johnstone 2011; Sullivan 2001), psychology

(e.g., Todres 2007; Brown et al. 2011), sociology (e.g., Shilling 2012; Scheper-

Hughes and Wacquant 2002; Sennett 2008) and education (e.g., Evans et al. 2009;

Shilling 2007; Hockey and Allen-Collinson 2007) has contributed to an expanded

recognition of the embodied dimension of teaching and learning. Furthermore,

embodiment research highlighting learning and movement has itself been enhanced

by frameworks that recognise lived experience and the interactions between human

beings and their social, material and symbolic world (Crossley 2006; Calhoun and

Sennett 2007; Lefebvre 2004). Phenomenology and pragmatism stand out as the

most influential traditions in this context (Shilling 2017; Brown and Payne 2009).

Against this background, in this study three areas of research, all including

pedagogics and embodiment, are important for contextualising the teacher’s

movement in and through the classroom.

Firstly, a wide range of research on embodiment with regard to occupational

learning and apprenticeship (e.g., Hassard et al. 2000; McDowell 2011; Lave

2011, 2012), sport pedagogy and health (e.g., Crossley 2006; Evans et al. 2008;

Quennerstedt 2013; Andersson et al. 2016) and religious and lifestyle projects (e.g.,

Mellor and Shilling 2014; Wacquant 2004) have paid attention to how and why

specific meanings of the body and embodiment are created in different contexts and

cultures. Although this research helps us to understand our personal and collective

embodied processes at work, in our spare time and in education in a late modern era

(e.g., Sennett 1998; Calhoun and Sennett 2007; Shilling 2005; Joas 1996; Evans

et al. 2008), there is a purported risk of positioning the body as a transcendent force

and neglecting other important phenomena, such as meaning-making, interaction

and reflective thought (Crossley 2007; Pink 2011; Shilling 2010, 2017). In this

context, a body pedagogics approach takes the transactional relationship between

organism and environment seriously and suggests that we recognise how

pedagogical means, embodied experiences and habitual outcomes are shaped to

meet the interactive exigencies of specific situations (Shilling 2010; Crossley 2005;
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Andersson et al. 2015). This study closely connects to a marginalised part of body

pedagogics research that analytically emphasises rhythm. When studying the

reflexive body techniques of circuit trainers, Crossley (2004) notes the importance

of rhythm between instruction and physical movement, and concludes, ‘‘the playing

of music aids in the construction of this intercorporeal order’’ (p. 46). Likewise,

Lande (2007) describes how soldiers are trained to run, shoot and patrol by means of

breathing rhythm: ‘‘when bodily consensus of breathing fails we see the coherence

of social interaction and the ‘mutual-tuning-in’ … of bodily rhythms fall apart’’ (p.

100). In our analysis of the sloyd teacher’s walk, we emphasise how the teacher and

the pupils in the sloyd classroom synchronise and assimilate different rhythms and

environments into their bodily capacities of movement and anticipation.

Secondly, classroom studies conducted in different educational traditions have

focused on the interplay between governing rules and values, school practices and

teacher–pupil interactions. In the classroom ecology paradigm (e.g., Doyle

1977, 1986), classrooms are viewed as interrelated systems in which change in

one system influences action in another (Hastie and Siedentop 2006). Such

conditions urge teachers to find strategies that reduce the complexity of the

classroom environment (Leriche et al. 2016). For instance, in classroom research

developed in the French didactic research tradition (e.g., Amade-Escot 2006),

scholars have used the concepts of ‘didactical contract’ and ‘didactical milieu’ to

better understand how didactic situations function and how social, conceptual and

material components, together with semiotic aspects, influence the school’s learning

environments (Leriche et al. 2016). In addition, drawing on Bernstein’s (1990)

suggestion that pacing is an important part of the framing and classification of

school practice, Morais (2002) shows that from a micro level perspective of

classroom activity, a weak framing of pacing is important, because it allows

children to gain control over their acquisition of knowledge. A weak classification

of spaces and discourses is also vital for the creation of a context in which children

can question, discuss and share ideas. Moreover, in relation to pace (to acquire

subject specific content) and space (to develop critical and interactional skills),

Morais (2002) note that changing pedagogical principles and ideology may be more

efficient than increasing the amount of time that children spend at school. Thus, the

ecology paradigm, research focusing on didactical milieu and contracts and a micro

level classroom analysis of Bernstein’s principles of categorisation and framing

indicate that strategies that infringe the learning environment and control the pace

and space of knowledge acquisition are not simply structural problems, but aspects

that need to be analysed in relation to interactional patterns and specific teacher

habits. By adding an embodied dimension to this complexity of school practice and

classroom activity, we note that the early works of Birdwhistell (1970) and Sheflen

(1972) show how relationships between body movement and educational environ-

ment are systematic and sequenced and establish communicational structures that

can reinforce, complement, or contradict verbal instruction. A number of micro

ethnographic studies have also examined how posture and conversational rhythm

shift between different classroom contexts (Mehan 1998). The growing research

interest in body pedagogics (e.g., Andersson and Östman 2015; Andersson et al.

2016; Andersson and Maivorsdotter 2016) and didactical research on embodiment
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(e.g., Larsson and Quennerstedt 2012; Pierre and Macleod 2010; Almquist and

Quennerstedt 2015; Franks and Jewitt 2001; Håkansson and Östman forthcoming)

suggests a need to further explain and explore movement and embodied rhythm in

the context of classroom activity. This would facilitate the acquisition of knowledge

about the environment of embodied action and how the pace and space of

knowledge acquisition can best be conducted.

Thirdly, in handicraft-oriented education such as ‘sloyd’, empirical research has

approached learning as certain master–apprentice relationships (e.g., Nielsen and

Kvale 1999; Marchand 2008, 2010b) and a gender and culture bound process (Illum

2006; Sigurdsson 2014). Different academic disciplines have contributed knowl-

edge about the development of conceptual tools and empirically grounded analyses

of particular craft activities (Sennett 2008; Marchand 2010a; O’Connor 2007; Illum

and Johansson 2009). In this respect, important results have been obtained against

the background of Merleau-Pontian informed research and studies highlighting a

wider temporal and cultural understanding of human development in craft

professions. A rhythm approach to classroom activity, undertaken by following a

sloyd teacher’s walk using an action camera mounted to the person’s chest, further

develops important aspects of classroom research, such as pacing (Bernstein),

spatial and temporal arrangements (Franks and Jewitt 2001; Pierre and Macleod

2010) and teacher–pupil interactions (Mehan 1998; Charalampous and Kokkinos

2013). In this context, the Swedish school subject of sloyd constitutes a rich case for

the further development of methods and analyses that foreground the body and its

relationships to material, technical and social aspects of classroom teaching.

Method

The Setting

The article is part of a larger project aimed at generating knowledge about pupils’

learning of practical embodied knowledge in the context of sloyd and physical

education. In this project, video-ethnographic fieldwork, including observations and

interviews, was conducted at a Swedish secondary school. The school and two

particular classes were visited frequently for five terms from 2015 to 2017. The

school, a middle-sized municipal secondary school in a small Swedish town,

accommodates around 600 children aged 13–16 (3 year grades and 15 classes) and

40 teachers. There are about 28 pupils in the classes observed in the study. Sloyd

lessons are scheduled for 1 h a week and the classes are divided into two groups,

each with approximately 14 pupils. Each term the groups alternate between wood–

metal sloyd and textile sloyd. For the purpose of this article, only the wood–metal

lessons are studied.

The overall aim of Swedish sloyd is to develop pupils’ abilities to generate ideas,

consider different solutions and judge the results by allowing them to engage in craft

processes (Swedish National Agency for Education 2011). Hence, in the sloyd

lessons, pupils are expected to accomplish very practical and individual tasks.
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Before elaborating on the recordings and the analysis, some of the prerequisites for

the study’s empirical data need to be noted.

First, each term the lessons include one or occasionally two specific assignments.

These assignments are designed to give the pupils sufficient direction to work on a

defined product and the freedom to suggest individual solutions. For example, in the

first term the pupils are asked to make a name plate by carving a word of their

choice into a piece of wood and in the second term to form metal pieces into

different figures illustrating human activity. Even though all the pupils are given the

same assignment (i.e., wooden plate), each project evolves differently, mainly due

to the pupils’ freedom to elaborate individually in all the stages of the crafting

process. This results in a diverse teaching environment, in the sense that one pupil

may need help with carving, another may need to ask questions about painting and a

third may need instructions about how to drill.

Second, the same teacher, here called Don, is in charge of each of the observed

sloyd lessons. Don is a middle-aged experienced teacher and he appears to be liked

and trusted. Even pupils not attending the class occasionally come into the

classroom for a chat to share their problems or successes with him. Also, very few

occasions are observed in which Don explicitly disciplines the pupils in order to

maintain order.

Thirdly, the sloyd classroom is open-spaced with a number of workbench islands

grouped four on four. This setup allows for peer-collaboration and support, as well

as intervention and disagreement about how to carry out the recommended courses

of action. Some smaller adjacent rooms are available for certain activities, such as

painting, plating and soldering, although most of the crafting procedures are carried

out by the pupils at their workbenches (Fig. 1).

Recording

In connection with learning studies, and more specifically with the field of

classroom research, the use of video recordings has proved useful in a number of

different contexts, ranging from single-case qualitative to large-scale quantitative

studies (Goldman et al. 2007) and including various school subjects (e.g., Clarke

et al. 2006; Plowman and Stephen 2008; Janı́k et al. 2009; Fisher 2012). The point

of departure for this study is that movement and embodied rhythm are

inevitable parts of the everyday practice of teaching. Thereby, aligning with

naturalistic studies of everyday life in the classroom (e.g., Mehan 1979; Hester and

Francis 2000), the analytical spotlight is on ‘naturally occurring’ situations that

uniquely originate, unfold and disperse.

Using a video camera accentuates the methodological considerations—not only

about the importance of being in the field, but also of aspects such as camera

position and angle. For example, at the point of video analysis, the situation at hand

is both relayed and restricted by the microphones and the camera lens. On the other

hand, video recordings can be slowed down or speeded up, which facilitates a closer

study of a complex situation (Heath et al. 2010). Traditionally, video based research

uses camera positions and angles that represent the non-participating researcher, or

that capture a bird’s-view of the situation (either static or dynamic), which makes it
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possible to study multimodal details such as bodily postures, gestures, gazes and

facial expressions (Mondada 2006; Stivers and Sidnell 2005). This traditional

camera set-up reflects how the researcher ‘‘finds and frames the event in an

embodied way’’ (Mondada 2006, p. 58). However, in this study, a wireless GoPro

camera is attached to the teacher’s chest (Fig. 2) in order to gain a close-up and

detailed view of pupil–teacher–body–material–tool encounters and a specific visual

perspective of the sloyd teacher’s walk.1

During the fieldwork, 25 wood–metal sloyd lessons were observed and recorded,

which resulted in more than 50 h of video.

Analytical Steps

According to the limited vision that follows from viewing events through a camera

lens, the described camera setup constitutes the first analytical step. From this

analytical position, the video material is analysed using an open-mind approach

previously described as a phase of ‘‘unmotivated looking’’ (Psathas 1995, p. 45).

These two steps (the camera view and the ‘‘unmotivated looking’’) of visually

taking part of and identifying certain details of the sloyd data result in a genuine

Fig. 1 The school’s sloyd classroom

1 In this study an additional camera was set up to get an overall picture of the classroom and the activities

and to focus on particular teacher–pupil and pupil–pupil interactions.
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physical experience for the researchers. The continuous movement of the teacher in

the video, his turnarounds, bends, leans, stops and starts create an instant and dizzy

feeling at the researcher’s desk. When the teacher walks forwards, backwards and

turns around, the pupils, tools, material and furniture pass swiftly by. Thus, the

immediate and bodily experience of watching the recordings gradually structure the

observations and further influence a third step, in which specific data is selected

from the video corpora (cf. Derry et al. 2010). In these first three steps, the GoPro-

view reinforces the embodied actions that had remained unnoticed in the recordings

made by the traditional camera set-up.

Other analytical steps include following the teacher’s walk step by step to

identify a pattern, moment by moment to identify, count and measure the ‘stops-

and-starts’ (teacher–pupil encounters) and situation by situation to identify the

embodied techniques used by the teacher in the process of reaching agreement with

the pupils about their assignments. Against this background, a three-layered

disposition is constructed to describe and structure the means, experience and

outcomes of the teacher’s walk in connection with a spatial path, a temporal pace

and situated agreements that we call pacts. 10 Lessons are studied to create the path,

1 lesson to create the pace and 15 lessons to select a number of pacts of specific

interest for embodied action and rhythm.

Theory

Movement and Rhythm Habits

The notion that physical activity does not just enable or constrain, but can alter the

capacities and identities of individuals and the environment they inhabit, is central

Fig. 2 The GoPro attached to
the teacher’s chest
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to body pedagogics (Shilling 2017; Mellor and Shilling 2010; Andersson and

Garrison 2016). This mutual accommodation between individuals and their physical

environment is also an important landmark in James’ and Dewey’s concept of

experience and habit. To elucidate knowledge as a practical accomplishment

grounded in embodied experience and habit-formation, James claims that ‘‘no one

can walk across the platform at a public meeting with just the same muscular

innervation he uses to walk across his room at home’’ (1884, p. 195). Similarly,

Shilling (2008) argues that movement is important to body pedagogics and points

out that human beings’ reflexive and habitual adaption to their physical surround-

ings is evident in the ordinary activity of walking:

As people make a pathway or route familiar, through repeatedly traversing a

terrain, they do not simply become aware of its bends, bumps and directions,

but actually assimilate these into their bodily capacities of movement and

anticipation (p. 86).

Analytically foregrounding movement can elucidate the rhythm of the alternation

between the active and passive phases of experience, which lies at the core of

Dewey’s embodied theory of learning (Garrison 2009, 2015). Comparing this to the

advance of an army, Dewey declares that if we move too rapidly ‘‘we get away from

the base of supplies – of accrued meanings’’ and the experience becomes flustered

and confused. On the other hand, if we dwell too long in a consummatory/appraisal

phase we lag behind and ‘‘experience perishes of inanition’’ (1934/2005, p. 58).

When finding the rhythm between the gains of supply and the gains of advancement,

habits work functionally and ‘‘each resting place in experience is an undergoing in

which is absorbed and taken home the consequences of prior doing, and, […] each

doing carries in itself meaning that has been extracted and conserved’’ (1934/2005,

p. 58). Thus, in the search for a recommended course of action, the development of

our experiences is somehow dependent on a rhythm of a series of doings. Dewey

elaborates on this rhythm in relation to ‘criticism’ and ‘appreciation’ in Experience

and Nature:

When criticism and the critical attitude are legitimately distinguished from

appreciation and taste, we are in the presence of one case of the constant

rhythm of perchings and flights’’ (to borrow James’ terms), characteristic of

alternate emphasis upon the immediate and mediate, the consummatory and

instrumental, phases of all conscious experience (1958, pp. 399–400).

In Dewey’s view, extreme versions of ‘‘criticism’’ (reflective thought) and

‘‘appreciation’’ (consummatory experience) ignore James’ insights into the

omnipresent rhythm of perchings and flights in the stream of experience (1958,

p. 400).

The rhythm of succession of the two modes of perception [‘criticism’ and

‘appreciation’] suggests that the difference is one of emphasis or degree.

Critical appreciation, and appreciative, warmly emotionalized criticism occur

in every mature sane experience (1958, p. 401).
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From this it follows that the rhythm of an activity for organising experience, is

fundamental to the creation of intelligent moving habits (Garrison 2001). In this

case, a GoPro view of the teacher’s walk has enabled us to follow how the teacher

conducts pupils’ ‘‘alternate emphasis upon the immediate and mediate’’ (1958,

pp. 399–400) experiences into an ordered sloyd learning rhythm by alternating

between engaging in a critical problem solving activity (i.e., ‘innovative thinking’/

reflexive thought) and adhering to a base rhythm (appreciative use of a certain

walk).

The ‘Wholeness’ of Experience

A sloyd education environment is filled with bodily engagement and changing

social, material and instructional conditions. When describing such artistic activity,

Dewey relies on the omnipresent rhythm of perchings and flights, i.e., an alternation

between the active and passive phases of human experience. Johnson (2007)

explains this by referring to how the ‘‘flow of experience comes to us as unified

wholes (gestalts) that are pervaded by an all-encompassing quality that makes the

present situation what and how it is’’ (p. 73). Sustaining a rhythm between

‘‘perchings and flights’’ in the stream of experience could be described as

experiencing an activity as a unified whole. In this sense, Dewey accounts for

experience in existential terms and points to how we are engaged in the rhythm of

an activity (Hickman 1992, p. 20; Garrison 2011). Studying a functional habit such

as walking with a GoPro camera setup, and organising embodied actions in

accordance to a spatial path and a temporal pace, could also be considered as the

operationalisation of an existential dimension of teaching. Particulars, analytically

identified as situated ‘pacts’, then appear as discriminations in these existential

experienced wholes and how teacher and pupils selectively attend to specific things

according to a certain movement rhythm.

Habits and Selective Attention

The existential world in which we live includes the situations in which we ‘‘find’’

ourselves and ‘‘the means and instruments that we utilize to alter these situations

and accommodate ourselves to them’’ (Hickman 1992, p. 24). ‘Selective attention’

points to a purposeful dimension of the rhythm of ‘‘perchings and flights’’ in the

stream of experience in which ‘‘we are discriminating within a situation that was

given to us as a whole’’ (Johnson 2007, p. 75). When an experienced whole is

vague, ‘‘discriminating’’ does not just mean a critical inspection of the traits of a

problematic situation, but also a search for a tool to use in that situation. The

purpose of the tool is to reorganise the experience in order to overcome its disparity.

Thus, habits are tools for grasping and handling, form our interest and ‘‘working

capacities’’ (Hickman 1992, p. 16), refer to material artefacts and are understood as

‘‘a recommended method or course of action’’ (Hickman 1992, p. 21). To analyse

the environment of embodied action in the context of sloyd education, we therefore

approach the teacher’s walk as a teaching tool (i.e., an intelligent habit) that

functions dynamically, ‘‘supplying inner tension, like mainsprings, and, like
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flywheels, … also supply the momentum necessary for continued activity even in

the absence of stimuli that call for innovative thinking’’ (Hickman 1992, p. 16).

To become familiar a route needs to be given attention. A leisurely walk through

the forest to look for mushrooms differs from the walk of a soldier trained to

identify and localise danger. Likewise, a teachers ‘walk’ in a classroom to attract

pupils’ attention, respond to their questions and impart information is different from

the same teacher’s ‘walk’ across his or her living room at home to tell the children

that dinner is served. Expressed in the terms of body pedagogics, in these situations

the ‘walkers’ have learned to use different means, coordinate different experiences

and appreciate different outcomes. In this sense, habits afford us with ‘‘the means

and instruments that we utilize to alter these situations and accommodate ourselves

to them’’ (Hickman 1992, p. 24). Moving in an environment does something to us.

Making a route familiar involves assimilating the environment into our bodily

capacities and the consequences that our actions may have on it.

Using specific means for an end and being aesthetically wise about the

consequences means having an intelligent movement habit that alters an environ-

ment and accommodates to it. Here, habits do not only reproduce practice for

specific aims, but also produce ‘‘something new as a means of changing situations

that are not what we wish them to be’’ (Hickman 1992, p. 41). In a classroom

context, the environment mostly consists of pupils being actively engaged in

traversing the educational terrain and making progress in their assignments.

Highlighting the spatial path, temporal pace and situated pacts of a teacher’s

movement habit as a central feature of a learning environment takes the rhythm

between the active and passive phases of experience seriously.

Analysis/Findings

The analysis of Don’s walk is a trisection of its different layers during a sloyd

lesson. First, the spatial path of his walk is followed in order to highlight the mutual

relationship between the material arrangement of the classroom, his bodily

movements and his and the pupils’ participation in the lesson. Second, the temporal

pace is elaborated in order to describe Don’s flights and perchings through the

lessons and how he moves from pupil to pupil and assignment to assignment. Third,

pacts illustrate specific and situated teacher–pupil encounters that terminate in an

agreement about how to proceed. The order of the path, pace and pact is important

in order to operationalise the Deweyan standpoint to always begin in the full

richness of experience. Hence, pacts are explained against the background of the

spatial and temporal coordination of Don’s walk, rather than as isolated islands of

important meaning-making.

The Path: Spatial Movement

Don prepares for the class by retrieving and checking the equipment and by

updating himself about the class and their assignments. When everyone is gathered
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he stands at the front of the classroom, talks to the class as a whole and refers to

earlier lessons and instructions (Fig. 3).

The gathering in the classroom, how Don and the pupils position themselves in

relation to each other, Don’s introductory talk and the pupils’ attention are embodied

actions that contribute to a collective embodied experience of starting a common

lesson. After this the pupils retrieve their individual assignments and materials from

the previous week and begin to work independently. Don, who is by now traversing

the terrain of the classroom, immediately becomes involved in what is going on. He

walks through the classroom and stops to discuss various problems with different

pupils. When the issues are solved, dissolved or temporarily put on hold, he walks to

the next pupil, the next bench and the next assignment. The image below spatially

illustrates the transition from the common start to individual instruction by tracing

and manually plotting Don’s walk through the classroom (Fig. 4).

Following Don’s movement habit through the GoPro lens, the sloyd activity as a

‘whole’ is realised piece-by-piece. He engages himself by overhearing or

anticipating trouble in the myriad of ongoing projects. Passing the tin plate room

enables him to determine the activities at a glance, for example by the distinct sound

of someone sawing or a recognisable smell. Don’s experience senses seem to detect

trouble before it occurs. The pupils incorporate Don’s path and position as a part of

their environment and indicate their need for help, for instance by shouting out to

him, entering Don’s field of vision, or queuing up to speak to him. The transcript

below (transcript 1) illustrates how Don’s walk structures the pace and space of the

assignments and how the pupils’ communicating actions and crafting processes

reciprocally structure Don’s walk.

Described as a mutual accommodation between organism and environment,

Don’s professionalism in the sloyd classroom is not simply about his awareness of

pupils’ needs, desires, means, experiences, skills, attitudes, interaction patterns, etc.

It is also a description of how he assimilates these into his bodily capacity of

movement and anticipation. In this sense, his habit of moving in the sloyd classroom

stands out as a reflexive teaching tool. Don’s walk during a 60 min lesson is

illustrated in Fig. 5.

As a reflexive teaching tool, his walking teaching helps him to discriminate

holistically, i.e., attend to the right qualities, find characteristics that allow

something to be educationally done according to the lesson, attend to the

assignments and to the pupil–material–tool encounters. By adding the walking

paths from 10 lessons, layer by layer, the following picture appears (Fig. 6).

By foregrounding what might be dismissed as unfocused interaction, it is evident

that Don’s walking teaching is an important embodied aspect of how space relates to

learning environments. Beside the benches, the most frequently visited spots are

Don’s desk and the tools cabinet. The sparsely visited area in the top right-hand

corner is explained by the fact that pupils seldom work at these benches and that the

grinding machine is not always used during class. Thus, the tool and machinery

arrangements partly structure Don’s walking teaching and thereby potentially

influence pupils’ possibility to participate in sloyd education (cf. ‘space’).

In conclusion, the path shows that in order to successfully participate in sloyd

education pupils must learn to tune into Don’s spatial movement, just as Don needs
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Fig. 3 The collective arrangement of starting a lesson

Fig. 4 Visualisation of Don’s walk through the classroom
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to tune into each pupil’s assignment and how he or she progresses, performs and

interacts. What the path of Don’s movement habit does not show are the particular

pupil–teacher encounters that educational research usually studies in the context of

learning. In the pace, Don’s movement habit is further described as an array of

‘stops-and-starts’ in the sloyd classroom.

The Pace: Temporal Movement (‘Stops-and-Starts’)

Flights and perchings refer to how the focus and context of action is formed by the

alternation between active and passive phases of experience. In this study of the

teacher’s walk, context refers to teacher habit, while focus refers to particular

teacher–pupil encounters.

When Don’s walk is traced through the lens of the GoPro camera it is easy to

measure the length of each focused encounter. By noting the name of the pupil

involved, a distribution chart of Don’s encounters can be created. The following

chart shows an overview of the various lengths and distribution of teacher–pupil

encounters during a 60-min lesson (Fig. 7). The ID of each pupil in the classroom

(S1–S10) in indicated on the far left. The timeline of the lesson is indicated at the

bottom of the diagram and the filled-in sections display the teacher–pupil encounters

as they are measured.

Fig. 5 Don’s path in the classroom over the course of 60 min
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The collective start of the lesson when Don talks to all the pupils in the class

(spatially and bodily described according to path) takes 5 min and is illustrated in

column A2 in the above chart. Likewise, the short talk that ends the lesson is

illustrated in column G (at the 1 h interval). In-between the start and end of the

lesson, Don engages in around 100 individual teacher–pupil encounters. Spatially,

Fig. 6 The accumulated path of 10 sloyd lessons

Fig. 7 Timestamps of stops and starts

2 When Don talks to all the pupils an entire column is filled in the diagram.
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Don can be at rest in many of these encounters, in the sense that he puts down one

tool (the movement transposition tools) and pick up another to address a pupil’s

particular problem. According to his transposition and shifting of tools, one of the

things that Don is challenged by in his ‘‘stop-and-start’’ is the alternation between

doing it for the pupils and tutoring the pupils. Against the background of an

alternation between these different means, the scattered ‘stops-and-starts’ in the

chart represent a certain pace of the classroom activity (on average 2.2 individual

pupil encounters per minute).

According to the path analysis, Don moves forward step by step and does not

leave pupils with too many ambiguities (loose ends-in-view). For example, if Don

‘stops’ for a long time to tutor individual pupils, the class as a ‘whole’ will lose

crafting pace. On the other hand, if he habitually keeps his ‘stops’ and functional

availability to a minimum and maintains the overall pace of the lesson, individual

pupils will miss educative moments. The rhythm of this alternation is also evident,

in that the pace occurs as a series of takeovers and that Don makes himself available

to the pupils. Hence, to alternate between tutoring and functional availability he has

to selectively attend to pupils’ current situations by helping individual pupils and

making himself available to others.

In Don’s traverse of the terrain he also makes quick stops for collective guidance.

He alone decides whether, when and where to gather the entire class for an

intermediate common encounter. Don’s transposition between common gatherings

and individual instruction is traced in the chart. On five additional occasions during

the lesson, Don gives instructions to the entire class (B–F), which allows for the

maintenance of a common crafting pace. These intermediate talks may also reduce

the number of individual encounters, in that he can address a number of problems

and pupils at the same time. In the lesson shown in the chart, Don spends 11 min

(18% of the lesson) on such common encounters. Including the individual

encounters (65% of the lesson), Don spends 83% of the 60-min lesson on focused

encounters with pupils, which leaves only 10 min for transposition, sawing,

collecting tools, etc. However, before attempting to understand an educational

activity by focusing on and selecting a number of teacher–pupil encounters, the

body pedagogics of the walking teaching need to be highlighted. In 1 h of teaching

Don accomplishes hundreds of rapid ‘stops-and-starts’ and a few common

gatherings. This indicates that the work of the teacher and the body pedagogics

of school sloyd also includes a number of situations in which pupils engage in

pupil–pupil encounters or ‘‘passively’’ hearing, looking and feeling.

Whereas the ‘path’ clearly describes Don’s movement habit as a spatial ‘whole’,

the ‘pace’ more explicitly describes temporal distraction and dispersion. However,

in terms of a functional teaching habit, the various collective or individual ‘stops-

and-starts’ hang together and form a significant context for every individual in the

classroom.

In recognising the path of Don’s walking teaching and the pace of the plurality of

‘stops-and-starts’, his particular way of creating short individual and group

encounters stands out as a significant aspect of his own body pedagogics technique.

The ‘‘stops’’ (focused encounter) are not necessarily tense, problematic or in need of

complex deduction. Nevertheless, they do exhibit certain pervasive and qualitative
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experiences. Dewey explains that sometimes ‘‘we put our hands on the plow and

turn back; we start and then we stop, not because the experience has reached the end

for the sake of which it was initiated but because of extraneous interruptions or of

inner lethargy’’ (1934/2005, p. 36). The chart showing the total number of Don’s

encounters and their scattered nature indicates that his movement habits include

making short ‘‘stops’’ to help pupils, individually or collectively, when they need it.

It also points to how Don assimilates the temporal conditions into his bodily

capacity of movement and anticipation as a certain pace and walking rhythm.

Following the path and the pace of Don’s movement habits, the full richness of

the sloyd activity experience is realised moment-by-moment. By focusing on

‘pacts’, Don’s movement habits are analysed in order to describe how the sloyd

activity and its specific rhythm is realised situation-by-situation throughout his walk

in the class.

The Pact: Instructional Movement

Each pupil’s doubts about or difficulties with an assignment is a potential

environment for Don. From a rhythmically body pedagogics perspective, this is

explained by the path and pace of Don’s movement habits, rather than by any

mandatory responsibility for the pupils’ learning. During his walking teaching, Don

is involved in decisions, troubles and uncertainties related to the pupils’ assignments

and in that context shares immediate experiences. These situations are junctures,

where pupils need Don’s skilled habits and experiences as a professional teacher to

move on in their crafting processes. Thus, the pupils must tune into Don’s path and

pace to take part in instructional events. During Don’s walking path (Figs. 6, 9) the

number of teacher–pupil encounters could exceed 100 (Fig. 7), which means that on

average each pupil (N = 10) encounters Don about 10 times. Presented in a boxplot

graph (Fig. 8), the median and quartiles values of the length of the encounters add

yet another layer of understanding of the sloyd learning environment.

The length of the encounters generally ranges from 2 s to 1.01 min. Half of the

encounters are less than 15 s and the other half ranges between 15 and 61 s. As

shown, the average time spent on encounters during the lesson amounts to 15 s.

Consequently, one obvious challenge for the pupils is to maintain focus despite this

brief span of teacher attention. Another challenge relates to Don and the art of

teaching. He has to support the pupils in their assignments, but should not stay too

long with any one person and leave a number of others on hold. Hence, ‘pact’ refers

to the activity of creating shared purpose in a recommended course of action in a

spatial–temporal rhythm. By carefully looking at each focused encounter in a

lesson, it is possible to identify, map and categorise the different pacts that Don and

the pupils create. However, here the analysis is restricted to a number of encounters

where Don and the pupils reach a common agreement about the next course of

action in an explicitly embodied way. In the following we have chosen examples in

which Don’s actions always invoke a pupil’s next action. It is this embodied action–

reaction in the walking teaching that is indicative of the instructional nature of the

lesson.
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Following Don’s walking teaching from a GoPro viewpoint, it is recurrently

visible that the pupils catch Don’s attention as he passes by. Don can also invoke the

pupils to join his path. One of the techniques registered in the video material is a

‘join-my-path nudge’. This nudge is performed in various situations, but is typically

preceded by a brief encounter in which Don and the pupil discuss what to do next. In

such situations, Don invokes attention by entering the pupil’s direct sphere and

performing a short physical nudge with his hand, sequentially followed by a verbal

utterance like ‘‘come here’’ or ‘‘follow me’’ (Fig. 9a–c). The snapshots below

illustrate three situations in which the ‘join-my-path nudge’ is performed.

Don uses his body and physical movement to indicate a new direction and

something to be followed. When he nudges the pupil he is already extending his

path by walking in a new direction. Such verbal–touch–move actions indicate an

engagement in certain courses of the crafting terrain relating to a pupil’s specific

assignment. Described as a process of creating ordered interest, the encounter

highlights Don’s control of the space and pace of the crafting rhythm and the pupils’

traversing of the educational terrain in order to progress in their own assignments.

By taking a certain course, they join each other’s rhythms and accommodate

themselves to a moving learning environment.

In the following section the ‘educational nudge’ extends to situations relating to

instructional purposes and intuitive qualities. As a method of instruction, Don

strikes the drill hole of a pupil’s metal plate, thereby demonstrating how to judge a

specific quality (Fig. 10a).

The pupil responds using the same technique (Fig. 10b), which we call ‘sensing

along’, to judge the quality of the material. This results in a pact about an

unsatisfactory sharp edge around a drilled hole. This explicit way of sensing along,

where the body meets the material, is a recurrent technique that allows Don to help

Fig. 8 Boxplot of time spent on each individual teacher–pupil encounter

Fig. 9 a–c Don’s join-my-path nudges
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the pupils to selectively attend to immediate experienced qualities and to create

tuning in opportunities.

The next example illustrates an accentuated form of sensing along, here known as

‘lending a hand’. Don mediates his immediately experienced quality of a sharp edge

and shares the experience of ‘‘too sharp’’ by putting the piece of steel into the

pupil’s hand at a certain angle and applying a little pressure (Fig. 11a). What

happens next is that the pupil probes the technique of sensing ‘‘too sharp’’ on her

own (Fig. 11b) as a direct consequence of the educational nudge of sensing along.

Don uses the sensing along technique in various situations to share specific

experiences in the rhythm of activities. For instance, in the environment of carving a

wooden plate (Fig. 12a), Don makes use of a pupil’s hands in the same way as he

uses his own to experience the rough texture around the carved letters. He moves the

pupil’s hand across an area of the plate to facilitate discovery of the ‘‘not deep

enough’’ texture that he has identified. In Fig. 12b, Don ‘lends a hand’ and uses the

pupil’s index finger as a tool to detect the roughness in a particular part of the

wooden plate, which for the pupil becomes an embodied, immanent (i.e., sense)

meaning.

With all the fine motoric complexities of power of pressure, degrees of angles

and speed of movement, the ‘‘sharpness’’ of steel or the ‘‘roughness’’ of wood is

detected as Don and the pupils move their hands and fingers in certain ways over

certain parts of the material. Again, shared experience is aimed at by educationally

Fig. 10 a, b Striking the drill hole as a way of reaching agreement about the next course of action

Fig. 11 a, b ‘Lending a hand’ and the subsequent act of probing ‘sharpness’
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nudging the pupils in a recommended direction by sensing along. As pacts, that

‘‘sharpness’’ and that ‘‘roughness’’ are embodied outcomes of actions performed in

a certain path and pace and serve as reference points, both in the continuing rhythm

of the walking teaching and in further teacher–pupil encounters.

In the last example, Don and a pupil create a pact about the drilling of a hole.

When Don enters the pupil’s field of vision the machine is set up (drill size, drill

fastened and speed adjustments) and the plate (to drill in) is fastened in. In this

situation, the ‘educational nudge’ centres on experiencing the immediate quality of

the required drilling speed and pressure. The image below shows how Don executes

the technique together with the pupil. By ‘‘tooling’’ together for some seconds, this

‘nudge’ enables the pupil to tune into a recommended course of action and drill by

herself using the correct drilling speed (Fig. 13).

In a walking teaching environment, pacts are often reached quickly and easily

through the embodied arrangements of educational nudges. Putting the analytical

spotlight on different pacts illustrates how Don and the pupils create different ways

of sharing experience and forming recommended courses of action (outcomes).

Fig. 12 a, b ‘Lending a hand’ as an ‘educational nudge’ to reach agreement about the next course of
action

Fig. 13 Finding the right
drilling speed
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Educational ‘nudges’ are swiftly performed actions that are easy to assimilate

into the bodily capacity of moving in a sloyd classroom. As distinctive educational

means, educational nudges are brief and make distraction and dispersion (hundreds

of ‘stops-and-starts’) as dynamic as possible. A typical ‘join-my-path’ nudge

indicates how to move in the workshop and how to tune into a collective crafting

rhythm. ‘Sensing along’ (by ‘‘lending a hand’’ or ‘‘tooling’’) shows how to probe

material (metal plate), a product (the aesthetic roughness of a wooden plate) and a

tool (drilling).

However, an educational nudge does not always result in mutual agreement. It

can only have an educative outcome as a pact when the rhythm of the other

facilitates the rhythm of the self and becomes a reference to rely on. However,

whether or not the right judgements are made or the right qualities experienced, the

pact unites in an agreement about using the body to engage in the crafting process.

Discussion

Movement and rhythm as modes of analysis are as yet unexplored in body

pedagogics in general and in classroom research in particular. Sloyd education

offers a classroom environment that is infused with bodily engagement and

changing social, material and instructional conditions, which challenge the teacher

to find ways to channel pupils’ experiences into ordered interest. We argue that this

ordered interest is beneficially understood as a certain craft learning rhythm.

By pursuing a GoPro view of sloyd education in the classroom and using a

pragmatist informed analytical framework of experience and habit, we have shown

how Don’s and the pupils’ embodied engagement establishes communicational

structures (by tuning into path and pace) and micro learning environments (by

establishing pacts). Don engages in the pupils’ assignments in various ways, which

are conditioned by his walking teaching. This walking teaching rhythm is an

outcome of a reciprocal relationship between the pupils’ needs and Don’s

movement habits.

Analytically, pathing, pacing and pacting constitute three levels of engagement in

Don’s sloyd teaching. These different engagements are all made possible by a

skilful rhythmic way of traversing an educational terrain. The ‘path’ visualises how

Don and the pupils spatially interact and position themselves in relation to each

other and to the material conditions and explains how Don’s walking teaching

associates with a continuous flow of transposition. The ‘pace’ accentuates the

scattered array of focused encounters and explains that although not necessarily

tense or problematic, every ‘stop’ (focused encounter) exhibits certain pervasive

qualities that hang together in certain ways and are direct. To initialise, expand and

end a lesson requires pupils to tune into path and pace. A pact is a time and a place

in which Don’s walk intersects with pupils’ purposes. In this sense, pacts visualise

how rhythms of ‘the other’ make rhythms of ‘the self’ possible or impossible.

A second result is the identification of ‘educational nudges’ as teaching tools. In

this article, the analysis of educational nudges is restricted to embodied aspects of

the creation of pacts. Don’s endured habit of moving in and through the workshop
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classroom, as well as how and when the pupils address him, relates to specific

educational nudges (pedagogical means) such as ‘‘join my path’’, ‘‘lending a hand’’

and ‘‘collective tooling’’. The body pedagogics outcome is a purposeful alternation

between tutoring the pupils and doing it for them.

A third result is Don’s alternation between adhering to the ‘‘the full richness’’ of

the craft learning rhythm of the class by his way of walking and engaging in

‘‘innovative thinking’’ and reflexive thought according to individual pupil assign-

ments. Considering his walk as a distinctive teaching tool, in Deweyan vocabulary

he alters between consummating the tool (walking the ‘walk’) and enriching the tool

(talking the ‘talk’) to guide the pupils in their craft processes.

In developing a research programme for rhythm analysis, Lefebvre (2004) claims

‘‘every gathering of bodies is consequently polyrhythmic, which is to say composed

of diverse rhythms, with each part, each organ or function having its own in a

perpetual interaction that constitutes a set or a whole’’ (p. 89). ‘Pact’ refers to the

activity of creating a shared purpose of a recommended course of action in a

spatial–temporal rhythm and constitutes a focused interest in the plurality of

rhythms which is made possible by bodily movement. Despite this, if we only

recognise the creation of pacts as the educational important process, we may neglect

situations and actions that are not part of face-to-face interaction or reflexive

thought. This would rob education of every experience of the rhythm of perchings

and flights, which constitutes the very conditions for learning as a practical concern.

Finally we draw attention to how the body technique of nudging pupils in sloyd

education actualises questions about the ambiguity of intergenerational touch (Piper

and Smith 2003) and how techniques of bodily touch exist in the intersection

between public moral discourse and carrying out a persona/professional call to teach

(Andersson et al. 2016).
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